KONFLOOR IRL LTD

UNIT 5 DOLMEN HOUSE STATION ROAD OMEATH CO LOUTH

Phone: 042 9375348
The Industrial Flooring Specialist throughout UK and IrelandKonFloor Ltd is a family
run specialist industrial flooring contractor with a focus on providing quality client
driven flooring installations. We work closely with our partners and can provide a
full design and installation service. KonFloor - the industrial flooring specialists provide clients with the complete one stop solution for the design and installation of
concrete floor slabs. With a combination of over 20 years industry experience,
access to our in-house specialist labour and machinery, quality installation
techniques and technical advice, KonFloor can ensure that critical design
specifications and timelines for your project are met every time! We can also
provide value engineered options to our clients through the use of steel fibre
designed slabs but are equally comfortable designing traditional mesh re-enforced
options or working to the client engineers specification. We have a strong focus on
quality installations which is why we get called back to work with the same clients
again and again. KonFloor give a strong commitment to programme scheduling
which reduces cost for all involved and provide unbeatable prices. Our highly
trained operatives can and do install up to 2500m2 per day and achieve high
surface tolerances on every floor through the use of both hand screeding and the
automated SXP Laser Screed for larger areas. KonFloor are fully committed to safe
working practices and promote a healthy and safe working environment with our
operatives through the use of workshops and regular bulletins and toolbox talks. In
addition all our operatives have CSCS accreditation etc. KonFloor's ability to provide
durable and long-performing floors within warehousing and retail is unsurpassed –
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we do it once and do it right! Search... Projects / News London Gateway Project>
Visit Website
Request Quote
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